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     THE PIG BUTCHERING SCAM

Since late 2020, another pandemic has entered the stage, undetected and unreported by the
media. This new pandemic is not caused by a virus, but by something more elusive and sinister,
targeting young, urban professionals across the globe. The insidious effects and long-lasting
trauma inflicted on its victims leave its survivors scarred for life. It far too commonly destroys the
lives of people that had bright futures and at the prime of their careers -- draining bank accounts,
breaking families, straining marriages, derailing life goals, and triggering suicides. 
 
This new pandemic is an online-based romance-investment hybrid scam termed “the pig
butchering scam”, run by criminal syndicates in Southeast Asia. 

This is no ordinary romance or investment scam. 

We are a group of 500+ individuals around the world with an average loss of almost $100,000
USD per person, totalling over $44 million USD, but we are most likely, without exaggeration,
merely a drop in the ocean. 
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Our stories to be heard 
Financial institutions and social media tech to share proportionate liability with scam victims
and provide fraud insurance from a shared pool 
Crypto exchanges, banks and dating platforms to be proactive in warning their users about
these scams (e.g., "pig butchering scam") 
Social and dating apps to improve scam reporting and fraud detection 
Law enforcement to catch up to cybercrimes of the 2020s 

    WHAT WE ARE LOOKING FOR



     FIRST FEATURED VICTIM STORY: Looking for love again  
     during a global pandemic

SL, a sportswriter at 36, was a recent divorcee, and lived alone in the house that she and her
former husband had bought together. Things were about to change on March 2021, when SL
would meet a charming entrepreneur on OkCupid, and begin to develop feelings for him as they
texted each other day and night. He showered her with kindness, love, and affection. When SL
asked for a meetup, he declined, allegedly to avoid implicating her in an ongoing lawsuit against
him. And yet, he seemed dutiful and considerate. He also wasn’t commitment-phobic, as he
proactively asked for her mother’s contact information to say hello and formally introduce
himself, because the pandemic prevented him from meeting her in person. “I’ll come to see you
and pick you up when all of this is over,” he promised SL. 
 
By the second month, he asked her for intimate photos, allegedly to “deepen their relationship”;
while initially hesitant, she eventually gave in. Then, he suggested that they engage in another
activity together to progress even further as a couple: investing jointly on a trading platform. At
first, she repeatedly refused, but when he directly deposited $15,000 into her account on the
platform, she began to trust him. She matched his deposit with another $15,000 to reap the
platform’s bonus rewards. To reach the highest earning potential, he continued to sign up for the
platform’s bonus events on her behalf, which required increasingly large deposits from both
parties. At one point, he “deposited” SGD$300,000 (USD$223,825) into their account, demanding
her to do the same. In the days that followed, SL desperately emptied out all her savings and
borrowed money from friends and financial institutions to comply with his demands. When SL
failed to raise the amount of money requested, he threatened to release her nudes and guilt-
tripped her with suicidal photos and phone calls.  
 
SL’s relationship with her love interest came to a screeching halt when she tried to withdraw her
deposits from the platform. She couldn’t. The platform expected a USD $4,700 fee to fulfil her
withdrawal request. Suddenly, it all became crystal clear: her love interest was a scammer. The
platform was also a scam. In fact, none of the profits were ever real: they were simply fabricated
numbers on a screen. 
 
SL had woken up, but the nightmare didn’t end there. 
 
After her epiphany, he taunted her with the intimate photos she sent him previously. “I already
sold some to porn sites,” he bragged, “Do you mind sending me some more? I could use more
money.” 
 
One day, SL woke up in the hospital.  
  
She had overdosed on sleeping pills.  
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She couldn't.
her love interest was a scammer.



    NEW VICTIMS EVERYDAY

SL’s story is just a typical case, and not even the worst, among the hundreds of victims of this
paired romance-investment scam, known in China as the Pig-Butchering Scam (shā zhū pán, 杀猪
盘). Identifying and then contacting prospective victims on dating apps (including Tinder, Coffee
Meets Bagel, and Hinge) and social media platforms (including, but not limited to Instagram,
Facebook, LinkedIn, and even Quora), unsuspecting users – college students, recent graduates in
a new city, professionals looking to settle down, unhappily married women and divorcees -- are
patiently groomed to become interested in cryptocurrency trading, and then tricked under
various pretexts into depositing escalating amounts of money into sham investment platforms, in
combination with extreme pressure tactics and emotional manipulation. Even worse, intimate
photos are used for extortion, driving victims, already with shattered self-esteems, social lives,
life goals and dreams, to suicide. Hundreds of victims of all sexual orientations lose an
unbelievable tens to hundreds of thousands of dollars of their savings, and are even driven into
heavy debt.  
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    BUT I'M TOO SMART FOR THAT, THAT WILL NEVER HAPPEN  
    TO ME

It may be hard to believe online scammers can cause this degree of damage to young, educated
individuals, but the immense scale, professional training, and organized operation behind each
scam is astonishingly sophisticated. As the coronavirus pandemic restricted mobility everywhere,
the online space provided the perfect playground. The most successful perpetrators are
irresistible online conversationalists and incredibly well-versed about life and finances in the
cities and countries they target. The results speak for themselves; our varied backgrounds, as
well as the magnitude of our losses, testify to it. Our stories will show how intense, innovative,
and adaptable the perpetrators’ social engineering techniques are. 

We want your readers to understand: victims lose so much in the end not because they were
gullible, but because they were manipulated. 



    JUSTICE FOR VICTIMS MAY NOT COME ANYTIME SOON

It is impossible for local police to handle the growing daily case load, particularly because
cryptocurrency is too unfamiliar to local police, and the fraud companies are outside national
jurisdictions. Many financial institutions and social media companies here have remained
reticent, deny any liability, and refuse to warn users of this increasingly common scam.
Cryptocurrency exchanges, some under ambiguous regulatory authority, invariably tell scam
victims to contact police first before they will take any action on fraudulent accounts, despite any
evidence provided. However, the police almost always pass on a cryptocurrency case.
Meanwhile, well-meaning victims looking for love are dismissed as being naive or “too greedy”.
The scammers would not have been so successful without the technology and services of the
digital ecosystem, yet victims and their immediate families are left to bear the entire costs of the
scam and resulting debts to banks, lending agencies and loan sharks. 
 
Their startling success in China in the last few years had forced the Chinese government to widely
wage an anti-fraud campaign, tighten its banking and cryptocurrency regulations, and conduct
transnational police operations in order to contain the bleeding of their middle class. In contrast,
knowledge of this scam is virtually non-existent outside of greater China. The lack of media
coverage, investigations, and preventative measures only empowers scammers to continue
targeting and ruining the lives of more people. 
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    OUR PLEA

Our stories are severely underreported in the media, even though these scams are probably
wreaking economic havoc on a similar scale to the recent wave of ransomware cybercrime. We
implore you to help prevent future victims by partnering with us to share our stories and spread
awareness. The victim count is incessantly rising as “pig-butchering” scammers are creeping into
the “foreign market” (e.g., Singapore, Malaysia, United States, Europe, Australia, etc.) without
news coverage or alerts commensurate with the devastation they cause. New victims who have
just lost more than $100,000 flood our website and support groups daily.  
 
We desperately need your help to prevent more victims from experiencing the loss and trauma
that we have been through. 



    MORE VICTIM STORIES

Caring daughter hoping to relieve parents’ financial burdens 
Jennifer, late 20s, is a registered nurse in Seattle. She met a match on Hinge and became head
over heels for this charming businessman/designer with a knack for cryptocurrency trading. He
convinced her that he could help her save up for a house and thus, help her parents financially.
Within four months of daily conversations and manipulation, Jennifer was pushed into sending
intimate photos and losing $310k, including loans from her parents and banks. 

College student looking for genuine connections 
Alex, a college student, started off his Tinder match with casual conversations and chatting about
mundane topics. However, in due time, his love interest brought up her cryptocurrency
investments, though Alex didn't have a single clue about crypto, nor did he wish to be involved in
that realm. However, she was very attentive to his daily life, and at one point even confessed her
love and mentioned marriage and having children. When he joked about not following through
on investing along with her to a new platform, she sent him a picture of her crying. He apologized
for his joke and continued investing with her. In three months’ time, he lost all his money, and
could no longer afford even basic necessities. 

Bay Area engineer aiming to break the glass ceiling 
Cyprus, early-30s, is a female software engineer in the Bay Area. Frustrated with her seemingly
stunted career growth, her recent match from Facebook Dating told her about cryptocurrency
investments as lucrative method of achieving success in life. After her experience with egotistical
exes, she finally felt that she was receiving the care and attention one ought to find in a romantic
relationship. He displayed an abundance of character traits that Cyprus valued personally.
Through various ruses with the sham investment platform, she lost a total of $730k, the entirety
of her savings. 
 
New immigrant looking for friendship in a new city 
Elizabeth, a recent college graduate and the sole breadwinner of her family, is a recent immigrant
to the US. She received a message on WeChat from someone she thought she knew. He slowly
befriended her, abusing her trust in him to manipulate her, convincing her to “invest” all her
savings, followed by thousands of dollars in borrowed funds, onto a fake investment platform.  
 
One day, Elizabeth found out she was unable to withdraw any of her funds. 
 
Elizabeth is now $200,000 in debt. Last month, she was forced to sell her beloved home, the one
that she had worked so hard and saved so long to purchase, in order to offset her debts. 
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